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Alpine skis are used for quick downhill runs 
and use a binding that locks both your toe 
and heel into the ski. These skis use a DIN 
or release setting based on your height, 
weight and skier type to release the boot at 
a certain torque to prevent injury. The 
brake arm prevents the ski from moving 
unless there is a boot in the binding.  

To lock your 
boot in, place 
your toe in the 
toe cup and 
press your heel 
down firmly into 
the heel cup 
until it locks. 

To release the 
boot press down 
firmly on the 
heel lever with a 
ski pole and lift 
the heel.  

 
FRONT COUNTRY 

Snowboards 
Snowboards can be used on downhill slopes 
and are set up for either goofy or regular 
stance. (Right or left dominant) ORC boards can 
be quickly set up for your preference. When 
riding the lift, most riders take one foot out of 
the binding and strap back in after getting off.  

To strap in, place your 
boot in the binding 
and ratchet the strap 
down firmly.  

To release, pull up on 
the ratchet until the 
binding releases.   
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Local Front Country Locations 

Harriman State Park-Island Park, ID       50 min 
Kelly Canyon Ski Area-Heise, ID              40 min 
Targhee Ski Resort – Alta, WY                 60 min 
Teton Lakes Golf Course –Rexburg ID     5 min 
Teton Pines Golf Course –Wilson, WY   90 min 
Big Sky Ski Resort-Big Sky, MT                 2.5 hrs 
Grand Teton Ntl Park – Jackson, WY      2 hrs 
Teton Canyon –Alta WY     45 min 
Rendezvous Trails-W. Yellowstone        1.5 hrs 
Sherman Park-Victor ID     1 hr 
 
 

*DIN settings are not a guarantee of release. Caution should 
always be taken with any snow/ski sport.  



 
 
 
 
 

Cross Country Ski 
 

  Skate Ski 

To lock in boot, lift up on the lever, press 
the toe bar into the binding, and push the 
lever back down until it locks.  

Skate Skis are a type of cross country ski 
intended for speed and agility. They are 
lightweight and work best on packed, 
groomed trails.  
 

Release Lever 
Boot Clip 

To release the boot pull up on the release 
lever and remove boot.  

Cross Country Skis are used for crossing flat, 
snow covered terrain. They can be used on 
groomed or fresh snow. At the ORC we offer 
traditional, waxless, skate, and BC. 
 

Boot Clip 
Release Button 

To lock in boot, line up the toe bar on the 
boot with the boot clips on the binding 
and press down firmly. If you can’t get 
the boot to lock, push the button down 
while pressing down. 

At the ORC we have 3 different types of XC 
binding release types. Push button, pull up 
lever, and rotate lever. All perform the same 
they just require different action to remove 
the boot.  


